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Chris Stevens.
I had first met Chris Steven when I was interned at B- Division. Pentridge, during a period of escalated violence within that unit at that particular time. Kevin had introduced him to me. Yet from first moment I had laid eyes on
him. I had sensed an inner rejection towards him. My gut told me.
Even back then, I had told Kevin, he is your mate, you grew up with him. I never, don�t bring him to my cell. And that�s how it was with me and him, Chris knew, I did not like him, Kevin told him this.
I would later be tipped along with the rest of my inner circle of hard core inmates, Kevin included.
I would land at H- Division 30 th July 1990, all of whom would later be released from that location.
I had soon after, teamed up with Kevin doing armed robberies. I on occasion would be solo.
I would then end up in hospital with a knee reconstruction recovering for a week in bed.
Kevin Miles, pleads with me to gain access to my weapons stockpile I had buried. I now reveal to him just exactly where they were. I done this, as I wanted him to know where they were in event anything had ever happened to
me. So Kevin Is now asking me for access to something for �Protection.� As he had dramas with a family, he had killed a bloke over a pool game, he had done his time over this & got out and the victim had many brothers in
the area, who weren�t happy over their kin deceased. Kevin has Chris Stevens waiting in his parked car, down stairs. Leaves seeing me, and takes this r*t to where I had MY guns. He knew I had never trusted him in jail, let
alone showing him my arsenal of weapons stash. Then to have this prick use one of my hand made silenced automatic modified machine gun to rob a bank! What the f*ck! I COULDN�T BELIEVE IT.
Chris does the robbery, is waving the gun around for all to see, and caught on camera now!
Kevin gets a cut from the robbery, for loaning him my gun to use in the robbery. The stolen car used in this robbery was seen and abandoned nearby, it was not recovered by police for three days. And when it was, I was littered
with Chris Stevens finger prints. The imbecile!
Detective G. Sheather from the armed robbery Squad arrests Chris. Takes him back to St Kilda road police complex, where he spills all his guts. About not only himself doing the robbery, but all he knew about Kevin and me.
And the sudden spate of robberies we did.
It was not by sheer chance or accident, let alone co-incidence that Det Sheather. Is now all over me.
same point in time. Kelly abbot.

I am arrested within three days by him. Let�s not overlook the other fact which was also working in tandem at the very

Kevin�s new found love. Who he had been driving around, giving her personal tours of all the recent armed robberies we had both committed and one. I done alone! They both have a domestic dispute, she shits herself, grabs
an automatic assault rifle he had at home. Hands it into police. They ask her if there were any more, she tells them yes. But doesn�t know where they are located. By the way they have been robbing banks too!
So now, they don�t want her to take the weapon, but come up with a bullshit story for her to run with. That she would make a police statement, saying how she was pulled over in her car, due to acting suspicious, the cop asks
her to open the boot to conduct a search. And recovers the weapon there, she then states. She had found it in the car park, and didn�t know what to do with it. So takes the heat off her and now begin to mount an operation on
both me and Kevin. She hands the statement to Kevin, to read, explaining away the missing rifle. That she never lagged him to the police, she was staunch! Without it being sus.
I am arrested two days later. Charged with all the weapons, and an armed robbery of the State Bank Noble Park branch, Victoria, and under investigation for all the others both Kelly and Chris had revealed to the police.
Now in custody, held in the remand yards Pentridge, I just miss Chris Stevens. He was moved to the old Remand Centre in Spencer Street, Which is now called the Melbourne Assessment Prison �MAP.� Yet before he goes
there, is flaunting to all, his bank photos of MY gun used in this!
Big noting of its quality. Was NEVER his gun to brag about, he could never in his life time own something like that. Tells a prisoner, it was mine and
he used it.
That prisoner knew me well, I arrive and he tells me he saw the all black little silenced machine gun with the air cooler over top the baffle, and the rubber moulded pistol grip!
What the f*ck! I ask him, how you know I got something like that, I saw it in the bank photos Chris robbed, it was used in the Bank robbery!
I now ask him. Are you f*cken Serious?
I am now beginning to put the pieces together, he uses my gun, gets pinched days later.

I have been running hectic for months. To then get pinched by the Armed Hold up Squad.

I am now saying to myself. Imagine if he had not have confessed to this robbery.
I fit the bill, his height, weight age etc etc. I would have been arrested for his job!
Kelly Abbot had told all too. Making a police coached statement to cover up her role in things, to begin an investigation into both me and Kevin.

At this point in time, I am un-aware.

KELLY ABBOTT, WOULD GO ON TO MAKE ANOTHER TWO MORE DETAILED POLICE STATEMENTS, GOING IN DEPTH TO WHAT KEVIN HAD TOLD HER ABOUT GUNS AND BANKS.
20TH JUNE 1991 TRANSFER TO M.R.C. I RETURN BACK TO THE M.R.C.
I NOW CATCH UP WITH CHRIS STEVENS, LEARNING ABOUT THE WEAPON USED IN THE ROBBERY HE DONE, AS HE WAS BIG NOTING ABOUT IT BY SHOWING OTHERS�HIS WEAPON� USED IN THE BANK SECURITY
PHOTO'S. LATER FOUND IN MY POSSESION DAYS AFTER HIS ARREST, I WAS ALREADY VERY SUSPICIOUS OF HIM.
HIS BODY LANGUAGE ALSO TOLD ME MUCH WITH HOW NERVOUS HE WAS WHEN HE WAS IN MY COMPANY. I THEN HIT HIM UP WITH SOME QUESTIONS, HOW MUCH HE GOT, HOW HE ENDED UP WITH MY GUN.
WHAT KEVIN GOT PAID FOR LENDING HIM MY GUN,AND THE KEY ISSUE, WHICH COP HAD ARRESTED HIM! INDEED IT WAS THE SAME COP. CHARGING ME (3) DAYS LATER. I NOW KNEW HE WAS THE
R*T!
THIS WOULD BE VALIDATED AND CONFIRMED BY DETECTIVE SHEATHERS EVIDENCE IN HIS TRIAL IN 1994.
CHRIS BEING A DESPERATE HEROIN JUNKIE, HAD (2) DRUG OVER DOSES IN A MATTER OF A WEEK.AND WAS LUCKY TO HAVE SURVIVED, HE HAD TURNED BLUE ON ONE OCCASION BEING REVIVED.
I WAS SOMEHOW BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN BEHIND THEM BOTH,HE HAD TOLD PRISON OFFICERS THIS. HE WAS MOVED FROM THE PRISON AS A RESULT OF HIS �DRUG USE!� CHRIS WAS NOW MOVED BACK TO DDIVISION, YET COULD NOT ESCAPE THE RUMOURS OF HIS ROLE IN MY MATTERS.
HE WAS BASHED SEVERLEY IN THE YARD, THE PRISON OFFICERS HAD INMATES LINE UP, HE WAS TO THEN POINT OUT AND IDENTIFY ALL THOSE INVOLVED, LAGGING ALL INMATES WHO HAD ASSAULTED HIM.
AS A RESULT HE THEN WENT INTO PROTECTION, HE HAS BEEN THERE EVER SINCE. THAT WAS BACK IN 1991.
JUST KARMA I SAY. IN DECEMBER 2015 HE WAS KILLED.
5 SEPTEMBER 1991, RELEASED ON BAIL. 25 FEBRUARY 1992 TRANSFER TO M.R.C.

Kevin Miles. The first day of my committal. It was adjourned to allow my legal team an extension to negotiate a plea in reducing the armed robberies from (5) down to (3) this deal was far better than. I would have managed if I

had of fought it before a Jury. Yet to accept this offer was still UN palatable to say the least. I could not bring myself to accepting this deal.
brought me down by his domestic with his girlfriend
KELLY ABBOTT MAKING NOT JUST (1) STATEMENT AGAINST ME, BUT (2) IN GREAT DETAIL, HE KNEW THIS TOO.

My co -accused Kevin Miles who had

AND IS NOW IN CUSTODY WITH ME IN THE MELBOURNE CITY WATCH HOUSE, DURING THE COMMITTALL HEARING. Kevin
was charged with (3) Armed robberies due solely to his girlfriend�s actions, was given an offer to plea to (1) Armed hold up. During an adjournment he had his legal team the esteemed Andrew Fraser approach the crown to do
a deal to become a crown witness against me now. Good old Andrew would go on to warn others who he knew were associated with Kevin.
He was an R*T!
KEVIN WAS OUT ON BAIL, IS NOW ARRESTED FOR WEAPONS, DRUGS, CAR THEFTS.

The Crown had rejected this offer. Yet allowed him back out on bail till sentencing, he was to over dose on drugs within a week leaving a suicide note. I learn of his attempt to go crown on me upon him getting his bail, me taking
the offer of (3) Armed robberies now listed for a plea sentence in the County Court, allowing the time needed for the escape clause now to
unfold.

Lorna �Candy� Skellington, 23/10/66, a.k.a. �Taylor.�
=�Witness Protection Crown Witness.�
That, after my release in February 1991, I would go to the �Metro� nightclub, in Bourke Street, Melbourne, this was a very fashionable venue at the time, this was the spot to go to.

SQUIGGLES. Had taken me there, he had good connections with the manager, and there was a V.I.P. area, upstairs, once I was introduced to the security/bouncers at club. I was always ushered in, no problems, our group were
all x prisoners. I met when I was in Jail.

During this period, I was introduced to cocaine, and ecstasy pills, we were all on this.
The night I first met �Candy� as she would introduced herself to everybody, by her middle name. I was on ecstasy, cruising to the music, having a good time, I notice a group of chicks from the Ascot vale/Avondale height
area, which I knew, as did the rest of the blokes I was with. Most had gone back home with, at one stage after clubbing, or been in a relationship with in the past, as were all from the same area, they were our equivalent, yet in
opposite sex. A new arrival to their group, caught my eye, she was pretty petite, about 5ft 2inchs, dancing about, very confident in herself. I called my mates over to ask, who she was.
They then called one of the girls over, to ask what her name was, and I had asked if she was with anyone, she was �here with the girls�, no blokes. They called her over, introduced herself to me, we started talking, I told her
I was peaking, and that I had some really good ecstasy pills, she replied, that she was tripping, she had some trips, this caught me by surprise, I�d never heard of any in our group doing this, so I asked her what it was like, she
said she could get them easy and were cheap, only 10 dollars a tab. Yet had none left.
I then said what she did for a living, as I knew some of the girls in the group would shoplift, and some worked, she replied with passion, that �I�m a thief!� And was very proud in revealing this to me, as if it were some
form of badge of acceptance, she knew that the boys, I was with were either armed robber�s or drug dealers, not legit 9 to 5 workers.
This reply kind of attracted me to her, as she would tell me how she was a professional shopper, would work with an older male, they had a specially fitted out shopping bag that �was lead lined�, in order to by-pass the
security beepers, at the stores entrances, and she would load up the bag, that the older male would carry it.
Stating they would only work two or three days� PR week and net, between five to ten grand worth of stuff, depending on what was taken if it was all top end designer stuff, or just simple easy items, they sometimes had preorders, and would ask for a _ of the sale ticket.
I went up to the bar to buy some drinks, and I noticed an older bloke in an old daggy woollen top, totally out of sync with all others patrons, then I saw a younger male next to him, holding an empty plastic bag, with powder
residue still visible, yet was empty, he was examining this, as he was telling his odd looking friend next to him.
I went up to Squiggles, and pointed to both of them, I said who the f*ck are they, and what are they up to, to my shock and surprise, he told me they both were undercover cops.
I should have realised this by their suspicious behaviour, he then told me, that they were the armed robbery squad, tailing the two blokes Squiggles had earlier introduced me to. They would have witnessed me shaking both of
their hands, and exchanging small talk, before they had drifted back off to others in the venue. I told him, what the f*ck!
Why you didn�t tell me this before, you let me be seen hanging out with them, they might keep tabs on me now too.
I told him, are you f*cking serious, I am red hot, pulling down banks every two odd weeks, I�d be up on their whiteboard in the office, on camera, caught in action, they�d be studying.
And now you introduce me to them, via your mates, who are red hot for taking down armoured vans, not just one, but other armed robberies too. Both were later arrested during the armed hold up of security guards at
Tullamarine airport, with another shot dead.
One of which was present whilst recovering from being shot by the S.O.G. at St Vincents.
I am out of here, f*ck this! I don�t need to be anywhere near any of them, I walked over to Candy, told her of the two cop�s presence, and she didn�t like it either. I then said you want to go somewhere else, another venue
with less heat there, she agreed to. We both then left and caught a cab to another well-known night club not far from there.
We both got along well, shared the same
interests, she had a staffy, I had a Pitbull pup.
She liked motorbikes, I had just bought a new GSXR 750, she was living with an older bloke, but wasn�t happy in the relationship, and wanted out of it, and the venue was closing at six a.m. We then both catch a cab to the
Victorian market, she knew someone who worked there, who she could get some pot from, she saw him, bought some weed and we rolled a few joints and smoked them, exchanging phone numbers to call, and catch up with later
on that day. Leaving on that note.
I go home go to bed, sleep about four hours, get up, as had a busy day ahead of me, catching up with another chick. I swung past her place just before lunch on the GSXR.
I went down to the beach for a ride, it was a nice day, Candy was to call me around four.
So I had a few hours to chill, with this chick till then, taking her back home by three thirty.
Candy calls me, tells me she had a fight with her bloke, she is to leave him, has packed up all her stuff, she was to stay with one of her girlfriends, in Avondale Heights, did I want to catch up for dinner, she would meet me at St
Kilda, at a particular some steak house, at 5. 30. p.m.
I told her to wear a leather jacket, as I�d bring the bike, and go for a ride after dinner.
We both meet, have dinner, have a few wines, left tipsy, roll a joint, go for a ride, end up booking a motel, have sex, she was a porn star in the cot, she was telling me, how she had always wanted to be with another girl, and was
so keen to try it up the arse, she had loved to watch porn, the chicks all seemed to enjoy it, she wanted to test it out too. She would end up usually asking me to stick it in her arse, �wanting to feel me ejaculate in her bum.
I was so intrigued by her sexuality, no holes barred, I take her the next day back to my place, show her my pit-bull. She meets my dad. My dad hoped I�d spend more time with the other chick, I�d been with earlier that day,
as she was a good Croatian, and he knew of her family.
Within days, we were an item, she soon moved in, she would continue to shoplift with her friend, I was doing my own thing. Soon after I was arrested.
20 MAY 1991; I was in bed at the time with Candy, she was residing at my dad�s place at the time, the cops had given my father a hard time, refusing to allow him his heart medication, he was pretty crook with this heart

condition, the Armed Robbery Squad split every one up, into separate bedrooms, and tortured me, with my crutches, as I was using them to walk at the time, recovering from a knee reconstruction. From a motorbike accident
some six weeks earlier.
Candy would visit me twice a week, whilst I was held at the Melbourne Remand Centre, now called the
Melbourne Assessment Prison �M.A.P.� In Spencer Street. She would come in wearing a skirt, or track pants, the crutch area unhemmed, a hole only visible if you spread the legs apart and with no knickers on. She would
always sit on my lap, during a contact visit, when we saw a moment, the officers distracted and. I was hard, she would put it inside her. And we would be like that for most of the visit, her rolling and pelvic grinding into me.
I would be f*cking her weekly, �right in there face�, �sometimes only metres away from the officers desk�, �that seemed to excite her more�, at times I had to pull her up, as she would get to much into it, it was
obvious to any others watching us, �what we were doing.�
She would attend on box visits, wear an overcoat, with only lacy lingerie underneath and put on a show for me from the other side, touching herself, it was a full X- rated strip show.
She was so full on, I never met any other girl so sexual, this had me hooked line and sinker.
I literally had fallen in love and lust with her.
5 SEPTEMBER 1991, RELEASED ON BAIL.
THE ARMED HOLD UP ON THE TWO ARMED BRAMBLES SECURITY GUARDS TAKES PLACE. ON THE 8TH NOV 1991. THESE GUARDS COLLECTED THE TIN CASH BOX PICK UP. OF $80,234. AND
TWO SMITH AND WESSON 38 CALIBRE REVOLVERS.
THERE WAS A FEMALE DRIVER IN A XF STOLEN FORD STATION WAGON WAITING OUT BACK OF COMPLEX. WHICH I WAS SEEN RUNNING TO BY OTHERS. GOOD OLD CANDY. SHE WOULD
DRIVE AT TIMES, �SHE WAS AS ACTIVE.� AS I WAS AT THE TIME, SHE DON�T MENTION ANY OF HER ROLES IN THIS CRIME, BUT IMPLICATES ME IN OTHERS!
WEST PAC BANK OF VICTORIA IN NIDDRIE. KEILOR ROAD. Candy had gone back to the Doncaster Motel later that day, booked in, and is identified by staff. She had her prints all over the room. At the time the pump

action shotgun was found and recovered from that location. Accessory after the fact. And the fact that the Police had recovered the stolen Ford which she was driving at the time, used to observe the security van�s arrival, left in
the area.
Linked to her, due to items recovered in vehicle. She don�t want to talk about that either!

ARRESTED 4 th FEBRUARY 1992. 25 FEBRUARY 1992 TRANSFER TO M.R.C.
prison outside line, �She had told me that she was also three months pregnant.�
�I will get out soon� �I won�t leave you alone to have our baby.�
till then, if you need any funds call Squiggles, he will sort it out.

I manage to make a UN official call to Candy, not on the inmate�s prison phone system, but on the
�I was in love with her,� now hearing this, �I just wanted to be there for her,� I told her, find somewhere safe,
�I promise you I will be there within 3 months�. I have got things sussed out here, I will crack This place easy, just sit tight,

I was again later to learn, that she wasn�t pregnant at all , but making these false claims to me, in order for me to continue to support her with living expenses and her drug use also.
I had literally escaped to be there for her, if I had of known the events of picking up a bloke from Bundaberg to take him back to the property, I would have just simply cut her loose then and there. The moral obligations to be
there for her, was the driving source of escape.
If I never had of escaped for her, my whole life would have turned out completely different.
I then begin to undertake the escape plans at the M.R.C. �this if foiled.� I was then to fall back on plan (B) �the back-up escape from the St Vincent�s,� �this is successful.� As I was so determined now, not just for
Candy, but my father who was extremely sick and in dire health also, all this now driving me, fuelling my desire.
8 SEPTEMBER 1992 ESCAPE FROM CUSTODY.
I call Candy from Goulburn, as I am refuelling up in the stolen car used to drive up in. This was stolen leading up prior to my escape, telling Candy that I was out and would see her within hours. She was ecstatic. We meet, she
takes me back to her place, introduces me to the couple who she was living there with. They accept me, no issues with my escape at all.
The very next day, just after six p.m. a male calls the house phone, fortunate enough the other chick a nurse picks the phone up, and hears the S.T.D. beeps, then a male voice asking if Lorna was home? Lorna being Candy�s
real first name. Only Cops called her by her proper name, everyone she introduced herself to, knew her as Candy. The nurse said sorry you have the wrong number, sensing this was not good, the male tried to persuade her it was
a friend. Yet would not leave a number, once the nurse told us of this, we panicked and packed all our stuff into a car and legged it, Candy then says she knows someone sweet, George who she would sell him all her stolen stuff
which she had shop lifted. So we head over to Georges.
She explains situation, he says. I have a spare room sweet, yeah stay as long as ya like! I told him, it would only be for a week or so, till I got some funds together,
thanks. I would go on to commit the Chatswood Commonwealth Bank robbery, give him $4 grand to buy another car, as his was blowing smoke rings, and was in bad shape. Gave him a grand board for the week, bought all the
groceries, filling his previously empty fridge. It now was full.
I went and bought an ounce of pot to smoke also, he liked a joint, so he now had some to smoke. He would, be following us headed for the car yard to pick up both our new set of wheels. Yet our car was intercepted by the State
Protection Group, he would drive off.
And cause me to be very suspicious of him, so much odd things followed my arrest!
I would then go on to blame
Candy for this, introducing and vouching for him. Him a R*t!
16 SEPTEMBER 1992 ARRESTED BY N.S.W. �STATE PROTECTION GROUP.�

24 OCTOBER 1992 �ESCAPED FROM PARRAMATTA JAIL.�

ARRESTED 5 DECEMBER BY S.O.G. POLICE. 8 DECEMBER 1992 TRANSFER TO PENTRIDGE HOSPITAL.
That I was now charged with an additional Armed hold up. In this robbery the female getaway driver was seen and had been identified by witnesses�. As Lorna Candy Skellington.
The Armed Hold up Squad know she was involved in other robberies linked to me, and in the escape from Parramatta Jail. As she was again seen by witness�s.

SHE WOULD DRIVE AT TIMES, �SHE WAS ACTIVE!�

SHE DON�T MENTION HER ROLES IN THESE CRIME, BUT IMPLICATES ME IN OTHERS!

The Police had interviewed me over robbery of a �STATE BANK.� Committed on the 22/23 November 1992. I had refused to confess to this, they told me that Lorna my girlfriend would be charged with this (if) I never
confessed to it, that I had 48 hours to consider it.
I was moved to Pentridge Hospital soon afterwards, and would then have the Prison staff notify the Police that I wanted to speak to them. I had sacrificed myself for the love of my girlfriend to save her from going to Prison. I
took the fall, so she could walk free, I did this knowing they wanted me more than her! I was now. Taken back to St Kilda Road police complex, I had asked the cops to allow us 5 minutes in the interview room together, as
she was taken back there too. She was being held in custody, remanded at the time. We now both had agreed in the Police interview room back at the armed robbery Squad, she would walk. And I would keep the funds from the
robbery, as I expected to be in for a very long time, she now had her freedom back and could move on. I did not expect her to wait 10 yrs. for me. She professed her undying love for me, yet I knew better. I had no confidence in
her at all, but would sacrifice myself for my Coey to be set free, whether it be Lorna or others, why should all go to jail. When others can walk I say! She was a party girl, nothing more nothing less, good for a good time, I
knew this the case.
She had been living the high life shared by me, she had spent over a $100 G's herself, a small fortune in my company, owning a nice BM.W I had
bought her, causing the shortfall of funds to build, me then going back to Victoria to rob due to this. Not to mention, was in control of some 20 grand at the time I was arrested at airport flying out, guns sold, and collecting
another 15 grand. So it wasn�t as if she never profited from her exploits with me. She did.
I was charged now, when they had more evidence on her, then of me. She was granted bail, for which I had paid for. Soon after. During this time, Candy was on my prison phone list. Coming out to see me on box visits, living
with a couple which both of us knew. I would get reports, she was seen out night clubbing, going home with crooks, some that I knew. I�d tell her. Why go out and fuck blokes that I know. I understand your needs, but to go
somewhere to other venues, that the blokes are less likely I know. It embarrasses me, people start to gossip, saying shit about you, it makes me look silly, as they all think we still are an item.
During this period, she had even gone to my father�s place, where my brother was residing at the time, having a few drinks and joints with him , getting him drunk, then flirting with him, he reminded and told her, that Chris is
my brother this is not good, she never returned.
Barry never revealed this to me at the time, as he didn�t want to make me stress out over it.
But would go on to tell me, sometime later, along with a list and litany of other things she had done. Within months the Prison Governor stopped her from entering the jail on security reasons, ending what was left of our
relationship. Because. I had cut off all her access to my funds, and she sensed things were well and truly not working with us. In a nutshell.
She was a raving roving
slut! Not staying at home, it was her own doing. Not mine, the relationship had come to an end, my feelings towards her. Was no more!
She was now thinking ahead, her own survival now, use me as bait, to secure her own liberty. Professing her undying love to me. To preserve her liberty . Then would play the other side, being the cops, who were biting at the
bit, for her give evidence against me!
But before she would swap sides, she had to deceive others to have them give her access to the outstanding $ 50 grand funds from the robbery. Which was buried at the time of my arrest. Candy had tricked those in charges of the
deposit key. Where the funds were now being kept secure. She got this. Then would. Begin a relationship with cops, use herself in the process, f*ck them, suck there cock, let them fuck her in the arse to do this.
Who would begin an intimate sexual relationship with her, even taking her to a Police ball private function.
Showing her off as some form of trophy to all. This had got back to me, Glen Davies was involved with my x- girlfriend. He was to become the go between, who made it all work, for the outstanding armed robberies in N.S.W.
Her initial handler/plus fuck buddy. Just like Wendy Peirce did.

Candy now crosses the floor with Det. Glen Davies.

Candy had no qualms at all, to prostitute herself with, Det. Glen Davies, was the cop who had spat into my face when I was arrested at the airport flying out after committing the Armed robbery on the State Bank, Noble Park
branch on the 4 February 1992. Was a good looking bloke. He had fancied himself as a ladies man, plus knew that Candy was a mad sex case, as when I had been arrested by the armed robbery Squad on the 20th MAY 1991.
�They had found a heap of polaroid photos depicting Candy in sex acts with other girls, Candy in sex acts with dildos and me penetrating her in various positions.� They had mentioned these Polaroid snaps taken to me and
kept some.
Knowing that Candy had taken monies from the robbery, not recovered, they had put guns to my head �trying to get me to reveal where the $$$ was buried on farm arrested at.�
They knew it was there! Rubbing this into my face. She probably gave them a cut of this.
She now forms a sexual relationship with one of the leading Detectives who charged me. Gets him onside, makes sure he organised N.S.W. to give her a pass. She would help them, reveal another robbery. Which they knew.
I was involved in, the guns found at the time.
I was arrested on the 16th September 1992, were used, and caught on camera, but they still had to prove, that . I was in possession of them at the time of robbery. That I did in fact commit this crime. Not others. I claimed I
had bought them after the robbery, as is a commonly used practice, used by many.
Honestly. Candy was not involved in this crime at all! That�s the truth, the N.S.W. Chatswood North Major Crime Squad, �were the most corrupt in the entire state.�
This was proven in the litany of corruption cases exposing this fact, � in the late 90�s, �many of those identified corrupt, were involved in my case too.� As they had already show this, by pocketing some $15 grand
taken from the robbery the day before my arrest on the 16th September 1992. �They had declared just under half the $36 odd grand sum taken.� That was there.
It was
�easy for them to then coach her,� and �feed her from other witness statements.�
To NOW create a role for her as the getaway driver, which no one ever saw or witnessed at all . That would then take
it from a current �circumstantial case,� to a �co- accused role, crown witness testimony case now.� For the record Candy was NEVER charged with any of these crimes, she claimed to be involved in for that
matter!
She was now locked in to give evidence against me in these two robberies in N.S.W.
The police were to give her Witness Protection as a result for her treason and her coached lies !
She would continue to re-offend, but would be saved on each occasion from Jail to have her give evidence against me. It took her a long
time to adapt to being a �X�- criminal� now. Telling the Courts, when she breached her good behaviour suspended terms orders, that I was a major player in both Victorian and N.S.W. male and female prison systems. That
her life was in danger, she would be killed in custody. The Judge bought this crap and let her go.
Candy was to be given a three thousand dollar bond. Which technically I had paid for!
Candy made sure, when she done this, that I would be out of the picture for at least ten years. That she knew some old school crooks from N.S.W. who she would sell stolen property through, from shop lifting at various pubs .
She was now given a job through the witness protection programme, as a bar made in a knock about pub.
She would look after the knock about, get them all drunk, then begin to get into their minds, tap into their loyalty to a well-known and respected old school robber. Jockey Smith. If she could convince ply these drunks with
enough alcohol. Then begin to propagate false lies about me, so, that others would act upon. She sets all this up, so that I may be killed in jail, solving all her problems .

She devised a story, which �I had set up James jockey Smith.�

�That he was killed because of me� �That I was a police informer dog�, knowing he was a well-liked and respected figure in both Victoria and N.S.W.
Word gets back to their Melbourne criminal/ underworld associates to confirm what she is saying is indeed all true, by sheer chance, luck, and impeccable timing for me,
�it backfires!� Now that she has committed herself and provided the N.S.W. police a number of statement implicating me in crimes. I get a copy of her statements made to them, begin to pull them apart, the majority was all
concocted and full of lies! I had ten copies made and sent them out to any one that knew her, and she knew them, �her criminal milieu she thrived in.�
�In weeks she was the talk of the Victorian underworld and the gossip of the town!�
Certain groups in Melbourne get a copy of her statement, as its sent up to them, they read it. Have by now been approached by Sydney crooks to verify what Candy had been spreading, they wanted to validate it. Before then set
in motion a surprise reception for me when I land in N.S.W. jails. They are now sent a copy of her latest. So now when they go back to the pub, they ask her more about what she has been promoting. She swears black and blue
it is all true, as it was a dangerous thing to lie, people have been killed over plots like this. It was a serious allegation being made by her. �She swore this as all true.�
The unidentified old school bloke, I am reliably told �then said yeah really.� Produced her police statement on the bar, and �punched her straight in the face.� Calling her a police informer lying fucken dog, she was moved
and never returned to work or be seen at pub!
I begin to formulate my defence around key aspects of the truth and key points of her lies.
So, the Sydney police sign her up, work out a deal, promise her everything and anything! Give her a copy of the statement made by the security guard, that. I had saw during the robbery at Warringah Mall shopping centre,
that. I went out and frog marched back inside, thinking that he was on a pick-up, a set of eyes checking to see whether the area was clear and safe, then to call it back in, to the rest of the delivery crew, inside the van.
After frisking him inside the bank, to check if he was armed, and demanding from him, what he was doing, what role he is in, learning that he was merely picking up paperwork, nothing more. I still on the safe side, felt
compelled to hold him, till we had finished, then walk out with him. In the event, he had lied and had armed back up around the corner, taking extra precautions, given it was only days earlier, I was shot at by security guards and
nearly hit.
I like action, to get the juices going, but on my watch, those who work with me come back 2.
It�s all about surviving the job. Being alive to feel the rush surpass and subside, not to die.
The thing is, this poor fellow, was traumatised by the whole incident, �he was the catalyst in fact opening my eyes to what I had caused him, and how fucked up he ended up being as a result, reading his police statement.� It
sounded as if had flash backs to Vietnam or something, he imagined he saw (2) males both in camouflage uniforms, complete with blacked out cammo face paint !
Not the hoody�s and rubber masks both worn by robbers. This is all captured on bank c c t v
complete shock, confused was totally wrong, yet was convinced of it.

His version at odds with all other witness accounts at the crime, or witness fleeing the scene The poor bloke was in

The Crooked N.S.W. armed Hold up Squad , feed Candy this description of the clothing used by both offenders. Then. I was the offender armed with the assault rifle, and a 45 pistol not seen, at the back of my
pants, the other offender also had a 45 pistol, seen on camera used.

I am driver, of the getaway car, she then claims. I was the passenger, that it was me carrying the assault rifle, she had it in reverse to what actually took place. Yes I had the assault rifle.

Her evidence �was at odds.� With �all those who were present� and witnessed events unfold.� it was a glaring inconsistency, and at odds with the facts she claimed in her Police statement she
had made to them. I was so happy. I would tear her and the crown case apart with her false accounts trying to sink me. I found all the flaws in the case, zeroing in every minute detail, assembling and deconstructing entire case .
She would acquit me! I had prepared the entire case, with written instructions for my legal aid appointed defence counsel to follow, I had done the committal hearing, was familiar with every bit of evidence. inside and out,
spent the best part of 3 years on this, with no T.V. to distract me, just pure focus on live issues to win my freedom back, this was a walk in the park if my legal team listened to and followed my instructions.� But if not.
Was a minefield of explosive devices, it would blow me up to bits, they had to know the way.
It was indeed tricky to navigate, but
with my co-ordinates was possible to do so easy.

The evidence on Chatswood bank;
The fact I had purchased �bad lands� under a company holding, and did not have a bank account opened up in this company. That I wanted to sell this property, this was proven and verified by the real estate agent I
bought it through, and his evidence supported my story.� His evidence at trial was crucial, hence the reason for my presence at the bank earlier the same day, asking about �opening a bank account.� With a bank
teller, �caught on bank c. c. t. v.�
The shotgun used in robbery was said found in room of house I was staying at time of arrest.
Yet, there was shotgun shells found in the owners room, no shotgun shells in our room occupied, along with another hand gun and drugs, I claimed it was his, I never saw it before.
George had similar hair, as wig used by offender in robbery, same height weight and age.
That. I claimed Candy knew he was to rob the bank, she was covering up for him . She was involved in things with him in the past. That I had major surgery, only the week before, the offender was up and over the counter, very
flighty and nimble, not debilitated from injury.
That. I had worn the wig, due to being on the run from police, they could not definitely say it was same colour as offender, the money recovered was far less than robbery, nor traceable!
All I had to do was establish doubt, not acquit myself of the evidence in the case. This bank was the one I had far more problems with. More fact evidence then the other.

The evidence on Warringah Mall bank;
This bank. The evidence was far from proven, there was no other crown witness to say so.
Candy�s testimony at committal hearing, was at odd with the facts, demonstrable lies told!
My Claims was that she knew. I had purchased the guns from others after the robbery, that I did not have possession of them at the time of robbery. Nor was she was never involved in this crime.
I considered evidence on this robbery, was weak, circumstantial and It would acquit me!

That I would let this piggy back I, with the Chatswood, to suggest it too was a fabrication !
Legal counsel always think they know the case far better than you do, when they don�t even read the case properly, just a mere fleeting scan of the evidence, �not how it can acquit!�
My esteemed counsel �JOHN SPENCER�, a bumbling drunk, like a bull in a china shop, smashing all in his path, stepping on land mines as he went along, done more damage to me than the crown had. I had repeatedly
warned him, that if he did not adhere to the instructions. I will sack him, warned him three times, on the 3rd (or) 4 th day into the trial, if I was to be found guilty, it would be from doing my best, not a lack of trying to, I sacked
him!
By that stage, the damage was irreparable to me, but I was not about to let him sink me by sheer incompetence and ignorance of the evidence and facts that existed I could exploit.
Stepping up to the bar table in leg irons, every time I moved you could hear the odd jingle, the jury could hear this too, and to conceal my feet from them, they had placed cardboard box�s strategically in front of my feet, this
only caused more attention to me, then negate it.
Then the stolen car used in robbery, was a Ford XF Panel van, a trades man�s/ carpenters vehicle, with a heap of tools inside the rear of car, this was mentioned in the owner�s theft report. Candy reveals how �she was
present when it was stolen�, reciting the owners reporting of this theft and location, yet Candy adds a little bit more, which it was full of tools, and there was shelving on each side of van, storing all tools. �Described it in
detail!� The evidence sounded so real, as if it were true, so convincingly, worth an Oscar award!
When this was at trial, proven to be false at odd with the facts. �No shelving existed at all!�
She would say, oh that must have been another car he stole. I got confused with, with him there�s been so many, the same was used with the camouflage clothing worn. Professing that I was absolutely wearing camouflage
clothing in robbery. Not what cameras depict track pants and top! I am sorry I got it mixed up with another robbery, with him there�s been so much money and guns!
Even during recess, when the jury was removed from the body of the Court, she would be yelling and screaming at me. That �she was going to get me ten years jail!� This said in front of the Judge, and
all others present, she did not have to commit herself to giving evidence. And if she did, she could have made mistakes to sabotage the crown case. NO. She was on a personal crusade and mission to f*ck me over!
She knew if I had of. �Beat the charges.� I would have walked from the dock, as I had already served my full time. �This troubled her�, she knew better. I made her squirm for days

in the witness box. Ripped her to shreds!

She had deliberately volunteered prejudicial material before the jury to �taint and poison their minds.� I raised this argument with the Presiding Judge, Ken Carruthers telling him. That I wasn�t convicted on, but what was
in fact unrelated testimony prejudicially volunteered by her.
The Judge knew, the �case was polluted by Candys unrelated material.�

I believe did not want to sully his record at trial, having Appeal on conviction on his record .
I could have got six years with a 4 year minimum to serve for the �guns alone!�

He gave me a sentence that he knew I would not Appeal on, to deter me from Appealing.

�Her details

For the record, I have kept tabs on Candy ever since, she was living back in Victoria, down Port Melbourne way, A single mum of two kids, moved to Caulfield area, then last known address just out of Lorne.
were found by police in amongst others at storage.

SQUIGGLES.
That, I has first met SQUIGGLES, through Kevin Miles, who had known him from jail. Kevin gets out, catches up with him and introduces me to him in late January 1991, he is living on my side of town. And was well
established in Ascot vale and Avondale heights areas.
He had two other brothers, Squiggles was the eldest of the three, Ricky was the second of the three, with Daniel the last being the same age as my youngest half-brother Wayne.
Squiggles knew I was active involved in armed robberies, he had a past too, he would get involved, yet not in the key core group, a look out, from a safe distance from the action.
He is aware I have scoped the Commonwealth Bank at High Point west shopping centre, as I had discussed this with him in passing. Before I had been arrested on the 20 MAY 1991.
So when I get bail in September, and flee the very next month due to fears for my safety. I then put plans to re-activate this planned robbery, he knew the area. And suggested that the Bank was hit minutes before the security van
to collect the weekly takings arrived.
That if you had someone watching for the van to arrive at complex, to relay that onto the operating team. Who would then go on to strike the bank. Knowing the green bag was out
for collection. He wasn�t interested in hitting the bank, plus we did not need another present there, yet he could be the eyes at the front of the complex, to mail us, when to strike, easy!
Due to the distance of the front entrance and his position situated in that area, and ours right down the other end, was a good distance away, under cover. The use of walkie talkies may have been affected by the inside
interference, so Squiggles suggests to use his mobile instead, this gets him in the door too. As I would use mine. Squiggles had a mobile phone that was different to mine, small and flat. Yet with mine being a Motorola. The Brick
model, was big and bulky. So it was agreed. Squiggles would use mine to call his. To covey and reveal when Armour guards arrived at the Complex. The brick Motorola stood out and was hard to hide.
COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA. THE HIGHPOINT WEST BRANCH, IN VICTORIA. THE LAST OF THE THREE ARMED ROBBERIES CONFESSED TO IN 2015. WAS DONE ON THE 10TH
DECEMBER 1991. THIS WOULD NET $207,500.
I would then flee to N.S.W. landing at Kings Cross, it was a lot different than to these days.
Far more bohemian, with a diverse collection of characters in life, with jypsy�s, reading tarot cards, and palms . I HAD MY HANDS AND CARDS READ BY A CLAIRVOYANT.
She had predicted that someone close to me. A male person with blonde hair was working with authorities against me. I kept an open mind at the time, unsure what to make from this. Yet she did state to me, that. I was running
from the law at the time, could see hand cuffs, and. I was only one step ahead of them at the time. And when I come into money. IT WAS IN BUNDLES!
She was on the money indeed, there was a blonde haired male, close to me. SQUIGGLES.
jail.

Who would later be connected to all my arrests. In one way or another, more than just mere co-incidences! He was never to return to

Yet was active for decades in the criminal world. He was red hot for a link to this job, his mobile phone was actually recovered from a stolen van seen and used in an armed robbery on the Commonwealth bank at
Highpoint west shopping centre on the 10th December 1991.
This had troubled him deeply, he would later state. That no police had ever approached him over this at all. That the mobile phone used must have been found near the van. Not inside it. That was utter complete bullshit, as
when. I had confessed to this crime some 24 years later. It would all now come out in the police hand up brief. That this very same mobile phone was indeed found and recovered.
The very last call made was at the time of the robbery! And in this period, you. Had to produce a driver�s license to purchase them, as they were not so common back then as they are today.
connected, not like these days now, far easier to bypass.

To then have it

Following the count up and split of cash to the three players, Squiggles asks for his mobile phone to be returned. I tell him I haven�t got it. Kevin handled this not me. To then learn, Kevin has no idea where it is either, it is unaccounted for!
This now. Had sent chills up and down the spine of Squiggles!
The loss of the mobile
phone now had cost me another 20 grand.
Which had come out of my pocket, to placate and quieten him down.
This a key crucial bit of evidence, was
never examined! This a KEY bit of evidence to me.
To accept, this view, is totally absurd and utterly farcical.
I was hot for this job, the cops felt. That I was
involved, they were desperate to find me!
I believe that they would have found and then examined all the numbers to look at.
In the desperate hunt for me.
Squiggles number was linked to mine. It was the last call made to. And at time of robbery !

At same time the armed robbery squad were giving him much heat, he was not able to earn.

Because of me. It would have been far easier to tip me in to them , collect big time with brownie points. And. Not be arrested over an armed robbery in the process. Heats off!
I NOW STAY WELL CLEAR OF BOTH KEVIN AND SQUIGGLES. THEY WERE FAR TOO HOT!
I would get a call from Squiggles on my mobile phone. To am to come back down to Victoria, to be a part of a huge score. Yeah sweet I am in! I fly down. The Huge score fizzles out, and I have spent the traveling expenses I
came down with. I was getting about in a stolen Ford Fair lane as transport.
In event. I cop a chase, I could just dump them, plus. I would eventually use vehicle for work. By this stage I have been down Victoria some two weeks, and feeling real uncomfortable with this situation.
I had gone to see Squiggles at his caf� which he had in Ascotvale in Union Road at the time.

Low and behold. There were (4) sus looking blokes.
I was convinced were cops in a plain car and in plain clothes sitting off the caf�. Parked just up the road from it, stationary. I spotted them. They had spotted me, but I had the jump. I was moving in the car and had a good
V8. I was out of there, down back streets, up lanes.
This was my area, not there�s!
This was a sign for me. To do a job and get the f*ck off out of state. I was really red hot!
That he couldn�t earn anything, putting a lot of pressure on him and his friends.
decide to rob a bank, which. I had previously committed and was granted bail on.
f*ck you, to the armed robbery Squad. Right there in ya face!

Squiggles had actually told me. That the armed robbery Squad, was all over him.
That the cops were breathing down all their necks, that much. All because of me.
I now
Being the Noble Park State Bank. This was deliberately chosen.
This was to be so
Down to wearing nearly the exact same clothing worn in the previous time. I had robbed it.

Yet this time. I would use a sawn off double barrel shot gun instead of a pump action shotgun, and jump the counter. Before I had the tellers give me the cash.
robbery had never sent them into a frenzy.
Then nothing would. They�d go crazy over it! The job goes down.
flight out within two hours of the robbery.
I rang both Squiggles and Kevin. Now telling them that. I am flying back out this arvo.

If this armed
I book my

I will see them in a month or so. I rang Candy to tell her I am o.k. for her to fly to Sydney.

Noble Park State Bank of Victoria. (2). 4 FEBRUARY 1992 ARRESTED; after having just committed the armed robbery on this bank again. This crime taking place around 10.am that morning. I had a flight booked by 2.pm. To fly
out to Sydney. I now arrive at the airport, drive there with the hottie.
Which I was driving the day before, and seen driving by the group of suspicious males sitting out front of Squiggles Cafe in Ascotvale. I get processed then head to and arrive at the departure lounge, passing all the security
check points. I now hand my ticket in at the counter. And bang! I am surrounded by at least four men. All yelling and screaming at me demanding that I get on the floor.
I was then placed in the back of the unmarked
police car, I believe I had spotted the day before, sitting off Squiggles caf�. They were rapt, they had me finally. I gave them so much headaches,

63.
8 SEPTEMBER 1992 ESCAPE FROM CUSTODY
BACK IN SYDNEY, CATCHING UP WITH MY GIRLFRIEND NOW HOLED UP AT HER PLACE SHARED WITH ANOTHER COUPLE, THAT EVENING HER GIRLFRIEND ANSWERS THE PHONE AND THE OTHER END ASK'S FOR
�LORNA� WHO DOES NOT USE THAT NAME, BUT INTRODUCES HERSELF TO ALL AS�CANDY'. HER GIRLFRIEND DENY'S ANY ONE OF THAT NAME LIVES THERE. ASKING WHO ISTHIS, WHERE DID THEY GET THIS
NUMBER FROM,
THE CALLER REFUSED TO ANSWER AND HUNG UP. SQIGGLES HAD THIS NUMBER AS WOULD SEND HER $ FROM TIME TO TIME TO HELP HER OUT.
ONLY POLICE CALL HER LORNA, THIS PLACE NOW COMPROMISED, WE HASTEDLY PACKED UP ALL THINGS WE OWNED AND LEFT THAT MOMENT GOING TO A FRIEND OF HERS.

NAMED GEORGE.

24 OCTOBER 1992 ESCAPED FROM PARRAMATTA JAIL.
I AM TO GET IN TOUCH WITH SQUIGGLES, WHO SUGGESTS FOR ME TO COME BACK DOWN TO VICTORIA. HE CAN PUT ME UP ON A PROPERTY WHICH WAS AN HOUR FROM MELBOURNE.
SOUNDS GOOD TO ME, IT HAS A FEW LOG CABINS ON THERE AN OLD ITALIAN WHO WAS THE CARETAKER OF THE PROPERTY, PLENTY OF BUSH TO TRAIN,AND SHOOT ANY FIREARMS!

ANTHONY ROSSI. WOULD LEAVE IN THE MORNING TO GO TO MELBOURNE TO CHECK OUT POTENTIAL TARGETS TO ROB AND RETURN BACK TO THE FARM IN THE EVENING. AND NOW MEET A MALE, AN ITALIAN BY
THE NAME OF ANTHONY ROSSI. THIS PERSON WOULD LATER BECOME A WITNESS PROTECTION INFORMER IN THE CASE AGAINST MARIO CONDELLO.

HE WOULD SEE ME IN A WIG AT TIMES, IN CAMMOFLAUGE ALL THE TIME, AND ARMED, WITH A HANDGUN STRAPPED IN MY SIDE HOLSTER. AS I WOULD TARGET SHOOT ALL THE TIME.
MORE SO NOW, PRACTICING WITH MY LEFT HAND, AS MY RIGHT WRIST WAS FRACTURED FROM THE FALL IN THE ESCAPE FROM PARRAMATTA JAIL WEEKS EARLIER. CANDY AND I WERE ALWAYS SMOKING JOINTS, AND
HE�D HAVE A TOKE AT TIMES TOO. TELLING US IF WE EVER RAN OUT TO LET HIM KNOW, HE COULD CHASE IT UP FOR US, THE SAME GOING FOR AMMO FOR THE HANDS GUNS I HAD AT THE TIME. THIS MR FIXER,
WOULD TURN OUT A R*T!

I COMMITT TH ARMED HOLD UP ON THE DONCASTER COMMONWEALTH BANK ON THE 24TH NOVEMBER 1992, RETURN BACK TO THE FARM HOUSE LATER THAT EVENING, TO SEE THE ROBBERY SPLASHED ALL OVER THE
EVENING BULLETIN, TONY WAS PRESENT. AND THAN BEGINS TO ASK, WHAT HAPPENED TO THE XF FORD WE HAD PARKED IN THE OPEN GARAGE, AS HE NEVER SAW IT AS HE CAME IN THE DRIVEWAY, THE ONE WITH
THE TWO SEPARATE N.S.W. ODD NUMBER PLATES.ON THE FRONT AND REAR. WHICH HE HAD NOTICED,
HE DID NOT MISS A TRICK, IT WAS USED AND DUMPED. I JUST REPLIED, GOT RID OF IT!
I COULD SEE, THAT HE WAS WATCHING ME AT THE TIME, TO SEE IF THERE WERE ANY TELL TALE SIGNS THAT I HAD DONE THIS ROBBERY.NONE. I WAS BLANK! AS A DOOR NAIL.
I KNEW HE WAS OBSERVING ME.
HE NOW BEGINS TO STEER THE CONVERSATION TOWARDS A BANK ROBBERY. HOW HE KNEW SOMEONE INSIDE, WHO HAD THE KEYS, AND KNEW ALL THE TIMES AND CASH TRANSACTIONS/MOVEMENTS/ DELIVERIES
AND PICK UPS TO THE BANK.
I TOLD HIM, THAT I WOULD THINK ABOUT IT, WASN�T SURE, SEE WHAT HAPPENS. HE THEN ADDS THAT HE IS GOOD WITH A WEAPON, CAN SHOOT. THIS IS A BONUS. NOT MANY CAN.
I THEN ASKED HIM IF HE COULD GET US SOME POT, AS I NEEDED A SMOKE TO RELAX.
YEAH NO PROBLEMS, HE WAS GONE AND BACK WITHIN HALF AN HOUR, WITH A BAG OF WEED. WE ROLLED A FEW JOINTS, THEN THAT�S WHEN.HE BEGINS TO HITS ME UP WITH THE PROPOSED INSIDE BANK JOB,
HIS BROTHER HAD WORKED AT IN PRESTON.
WITHIN DAYS I CONSIDER HIS PROPOSED JOINT VENTURE AND ASK HIM TO SHOW ME THE SIGHT. SO I COULD ASSESS ALL THE PROS AND CONS OF THE TARGET. GET A FEEL FOR THE TERRAIN AND THE DYNAMICS OF IT
ALL. IT WAS IDEAL, HAD HIGH WALLS AND PLENTY OF COVER FROM STREET, NOBODY COULD SEE IN. GOOD ACCESS TO A PRIVATE REAR CAR PARK.
APPARENTLY THE BROTHER GOT COLD FEET, PULLED OUT OF IT, THIS NOW MEANS. HE HAD A FOOT IN, BUT THAT PROJECT TURNED TO SHIT. THIS TARGET WOULD LATER BE REVEALED IN A CORONERS INQUEST INTO
EDWARD JAMES �JOCKEY� SMITHS DEATH.
NOBODY BUT TONY KNEW OF THIS ROBBERY NOT EVEN CANDY. SHE DIDN�T NEED TO!
I WOULD ACTUALLY STEAL THE XF FORD PANEL VAN FROM A CAR PARK ACROSS THE ROAD FROM THE TARGET, AS IT WAS RUNNING DOING A DELIVERY AT THE TIME. TONY WOULD FOLLOW ME IN HIS CAR. TO THEN
RETURN BACK TO THE FARM LATER ON, THIS IS THE SAME CAR WHICH JOCKEY WAS DRIVING AT THE TIME HE WAS SHOT AND KILLED BY POLICE.
CHRISTMAS WAS FAST APPROACHING. I HAD PLANS TO SELECT THREE OR FOUR TARGETS TO ROB, HIT HARD AND FAST, CASH UP BIG TIME, THEN FLEE OVER OVERSEAS.
GOING TO MELBOURNE NEARLY EVERYDAY, RECON BANKS AND AN ARMED SECURITY VAN.
BOTH THE BANKS, THAT I HAD BECOME INVOLVED IN WITH TO TONY ROSSI TURNED SOUR!
THE POLICE WOULD LATER REVEAL AND INDETIFY THEM BOTH AT JOCKEYS CORONERS!
HE WAS A PART OF THEM AND THEM ONLY, HE WAS ISOLATED FROM THE SECURITY VAN!
SQUIGGLES, HAD NO PART OF BANKS, BUT WAS AWARE OF SECURITY VAN TO BE HI-JACKED.
SO THIS NOW TELLS ME, BOTH SQUIGGLES AND TONY ROSSI WERE LIVE INFORMERS!
THE POLICE HAVE THE FARM HOUSE STAKED OUT, BOTH SQUIGGLES AND TONY KNEW THIS SECRETLY KEPT LOCATION, KNOWN TO A FEW, NOT EVEN A HAND FULL KNEW!
CANDY!

THIS INCLUDING ME AND

SQUIGGLES MATES WERE COPS!
YEARS LATER �SQIGGLES� WOULD INTRODUCE ME TO SOME FRIENDS OF HIS AT THE MOONEY VALLEY RACE COURSE TAVERN,THEY WERE COPS. I LEFT!
ON ANOTHER OCCASION. AFTER I WAS RELEASED IN 2005, WITHIN WEEKS, AFTER JUST HAVING SERVED 13 YEARS IN BOTH VICTORIA AND N.S.W. JAILS, A MURDER /ARMA GUARD ROBBERY TAKES PLACE IN
VICTORIA.
I WAS NOMINATED BY A GOULBURN PRISON OFFICER FOR THIS ON CRIME STOPPERS, THE S.O.G. WERE LOOKING FOR ME TO KICK MY DOOR IN TO
ARREST ME FOR QUESTIONING OVER THIS, �SQIGGLES� MAILS ME THIS, TO AVOID THIS.
HE HAD ARRANGED FOR ME TO TALK TO THEM AND PROVIDE MY ALIBI, THIS WAS DONE IN A COFFEE SHOP ACROSS FROM ESSENDON STATION.DET RON IDDLES SPOKE TO ME, SQIGGLES BROTHER. RICKY
SEQUENCE WAS THERE TOO, HE MADE THE INTRODUCTION!

THAT HE HAD KNOWN FOR YEARS FOR DRUG TRAFFICKING. VINNY PANOUCH. �THE NOSE� BACK IN THE MID
90�S. A FEW KILOS OF SPEED WAS FOUND IN RICKYS CAR, HE CLAIMED IT WAS VINNYS. VINNY WAS TO DO A FEW YEARS IN JAIL OVER THIS.

RICKY SEQUENCE TOO HAD LAGGED A GOOD MATE OF HIS.

THE BANK'S WITH TONY WERE ALL REVEALED IN THE CORONERS INQUEST TONY WHO WOULD LATER BE IDENTIFIED AS.A POLICE INFORMER YEARS LATER AND GO INTO THE WITNESS PROTECTION.GIVING EVIDENCE
IN MARIO CONDELLO'S MATTER.
HE WAS FACING SERIOUS DRUG CULTIVATION AND GUN CHARGES AT THE TIME.
ME. I BET CLEANED THERE SLATES IN THE PROCESS!

I WAS BIG BROWNIE POINTS WITH POLICE. HE AND THE OTHER UN NAMED POLICE INFORMER. CASHED IN BIG TIME ON

WHICH OF THE. (2) �SQIGGLES� (OR) TONY (OR) BOTH. HAD CONTRIBUTED TO THE SURVEILANCE OF THE FARMHOUSE. TIPPING OFF POLICE TO MY PRESENCE AT THAT LOCATION.

SQUIGGLES WAS CONSTANTLY COMING UP IN MY ARRESTS!
THEN THE FACT I KNOW HE WAS HOUNDED OVER THE MOBILE PHONE WHICH WAS RECOVERED IN THE REAR OF A STOLEN VAN USED IN THE ARMED ROBBERY, THE LAST CALL MADE
MOMENTS BEFORE THR ROBBERY. ATTRACTING MUCH HEAT TO THE OWNER OF ITEM RECOVERED, NEVER CHARGED OVER IT. THIS HAS PLAYED ON MY MIND FOR 20 ODD YEARS. AND
DURING AN ICE DRUG RELATED PYSCOSIS. I BEGUN A POISON PEN CAMPAIGN VENTING PENT UP SUSPICIONS OF HIM! UNRESOLVED, UN ANSWERED BURIED DEEP IN RECESSES OF MY
MIND. IT ALL SPEWED OUT!
TONY ROSSI. WAS THE LAST TO LEAVE PROPERTY BEFORE MY ARREST, NOT RECORDED.
IN ANY POLICE REPORTS. YET ALL OTHER MOVEMENTS WERE, THIS VERY ODD INDEED!
CANDY HAD NOT BEGUN LAGGING YET. BUT WOULD MAKE UP BIG TIME WITHIN 12 MONTHS.

URSULA PRENDERGAST D.O.B 24/04/55:
22.URSULA PRENDERGAST, �THE UNDERWORLD GANGSTER MOLE� 28/04/55.
�DOES NOT HESITATE TO TALK TO POLICE AT ALL WHEN IT SUITS HER.�

�TO IMPLICATE OTHERS IN CRIMES� �LAGS ALL� IN A NUTSHELL!
ABOVE NOTES RELATE TO PERIOD �DURING SEIGE 21 ST � 23RD May 2012.�
THESE ARE OFFICIAL POLICE NOTES TAKEN DURING TIME OF
SEIGE.
TO TELL POLICE THAT I HAD ASSAULTED BOTH KYLIE AND MY DAUGHTER, IS SO VILE PERIOD! READ THE REAL FACTS AND EVIDENCE IN LOVE
CHAPTER, WHERE POLICE NEGOTIATOR CONTACTS MAJOR OFFENDER UNIT, OFFICE OF CORRECTIONS VICTORIA AND SPEAKS TO VICKI RYAN. WHO CONVEYS WOULD NEVER HURT HIS
DAUGHTER!
FOR RECORD, I WAS NEVER CHARGED OVER URSULAS MALICIOUS SPURIOUS CLAIMS! (I DEMUR.)
BECAUSE THEY NEVER OCCURRED, TO MAKE UNFOUNDED REPORTS TO POLICE, WHEN IT�S UNTRUE, DEMONSTRATES SHE WILL GO TO GREAT PAINS, MEASURES AND LENGHTS � TO TELL
ON OTHERS�.
WHETHER TRUE OR NOT, YET LAGS, IS EXACTLY WHAT SHE DOES, ENCOURAGES HER DAUGHTERS 2 .

URSULA WOULD HAVE LAUREN OFFER TO HELP POLICE ARREST ME!
SHE WILL HAVE LAUREN HER DAUGHTER CONTACT POLICE TO VOLUNTEER HER/THEIR
�HELP TO ASSIST POLICE ARREST ME�, REAL STAUNCH!
And �to provide Police with evidence against me.�
�I never handed Police any item or said a word against her!�
It is interesting to note Ursula telling the police in her record of interview, that I am a �violent career criminal� �her own 3 rd husband charged with a home invasion murder killing�.
kids inside the home at the time.�
�Not to mention threats to kill her X husband�s son also� �her own history violent.�
me in this with providing the police with (5) incriminating letters I had sent her, hands to police and implicates me in other things tho.

�With women and
�Is happy to implicate

URSULA REVEALS ARMED ROBBERY SECRETS IN LETTERS TO POLICE!
IT WAS URSULA PROVIDING POLICE EVIDENCE AGAINST ME. NOT ME AGAINST HER!
THE REAL TRUTH AND FACTS OF THE MATTER IS. �IT IS URSULA� WHOM IS. �A DOG!�
IN HER POLICE INTERVIEW, TAKING PLACE ON THE 9 TH NOVEMBER 2012.
RETRIEVE THE (5X) INCRIMINATING LETTERS I HAD SENT HER.

WHICH HAD TO BE SUSPENDED TO ALLOW HER TO RETURN BACK TO HER PLACE TO

ND

THE 2 PART OF POLICE INTERVIEW, NOW RESUMES AFTER SHE HAD HANDED OVER THE LETTERS. WHICH ACTUALLY IMPLICATED ME IN THE ROBBERY. READ THE NOTES! HEAR THE
AUDIO YASELF!
URSULA PROVIDING THE POLICE INVESTIGATING THE ARMED ROBBERY, (5X) LETTERS WHICH I HAD SENT HER, WITH REFEERANCES TO THIS CRIME WITHIN THEIR CONTENTS!
BY THIS STAGE. URSULA HAD ALREADY MADE CALUMNY VILE OBSCENE UNPROVEN CLAIMS OF ME ASSAULTING BOTH KYLIE AND MY DAUGHTER (5) MONTHS BEFORE ALSO!
�URSULA ASSISTING POLICE IN CRIMES I HAD REVEALED AND DISCUSSED IN CONTENTS OF MAIL! �SO MUCH FOR CODE OF HONOUR PRACTISED BY THE TOORAK SOCIALITE MATRIARCH
HERSELF!�
IN REALITY, �A CHARADE, SHE CLAIMS SHE ADHERES TO STRICTLY AND PRACTICES.�
AGAINST ME!�

READ ENTRY AT �11.35- 11.45�. URSULA �PROVIDNG POLICE EVIDENCE

THE POLICE INTERVIEW IS SUSPENDED AT 1207. �NO MORE� AFTER THE (5X) LETTERS GIVEN!

POSTSCRIPT URSULA WOULD ALSO CONTACT THE BARWON PRISON, TO COMPLAIN AND REPORT I WAS HARRASING HER VIA MAIL SO HAS A MAIL BAN IN PLACE 2, SO I CANT WRITE
TO HER AT ALL. I HAVE TO GET THE PERMISSION OF HER TO REMOVE THIS , SO MUCH FOR TRUE CRIME STAUNCH MATRIARCH, LAGS ME FOR SUCH TRIVIAL PETTY SHIT AS
HATE MAIL
THE SAME WITH KYLIE, I �NEED HER PERMISSION TO ALLOW ME TO WRITE TO HER ALSO!�
REAL STAUNCH THEY AINT! KYLIE DON�T HESITATE TO LAG ME, �REVEALING ALL ON CALLS MADE�.
64.

LAUREN PRENDAGAST 18/01/82.
ARREST ME.�

DURING THE SIEGE, �SAYING THAT SHE COULD ASSIST THEM.�

I WOULD LATER LEARN, �LAUREN HAD CONTACTED THE POLICE OFFERING TO HELP
�READ THE POLICE NOTES TAKEN OF THIS.�

AFTER THE SEIGE. �LAUREN AT NO TIME HAS GOT IN CONTACT WITH ME.� �TO CHECK IF I AM O.K. AT ALL!� HER ONLY AIM,
�STATING SHE COULD ASSIST POLICE ARREST ME�,
NOT ABOUT MY WELFARE PERIOD!� TRAINED WELL BY THE MATRIARCH URSULA HERSELF,
�WORKS WITH POLICE�, �THEN CLAIM, THEY ARE ALL STAUNCH!� FARGARSEE�S! THEY ALL ARE.
22.

KYLIE ANNE MILLER D.O.B 22 nd June 1973:
THE FACT �SHE HAD LEADING UP TO MY ARREST HAD BEEN TXTING LORRETA HER HOME ADDRESS�,
�WITH INCRIMINATING TXTS RELATING TO ME�, �HER NOT GETTING
ANY $$ FROM ROBBERY.�
KYLIE WOULD HAVE MUCH PREFER ME IN JAIL THEN SEE I WAS OUT FREE WITH LORRETA.
I am moved then to
�Charlotte unit� at Port Phillip Prison.
I then �learn from a close friend of mine who had just been moved from Fulham Prison.�
Kylie is �telling
high profile inmates over the Prison phone call!�
�That I had done the Pokies venue robbery.�
�Discussing this over the Prison Phone knowing that they are all recorded!�
�Volunteering all this, to stitch me up�. Just like the
Texting to Loretta, �my role in robbery!�
These �deliberate acts of pure treachery and designed to be used against me, helping police.�
�Because I never provided the cash from the robbery.�
I said, I would place robbery $$ into a trust account for Charlize, which �I controlled not them!�
other moot point, me being with Loretta. �Not Kylie�

And the

Kylie just could not accept this fact, and she would rather reveal things for police, NOT ME!

LORETTA COLLIER/CURAVIC: LA PORCHEETA/SIEGE ALL REVEALED!

23.

DARREN LONGMUIR: THIS PERSON I�VE KNOWN FOR YEARS, HE IS A CROOK AND A REAL BAD ICE USER!
WOULD GRIND DOWN THE SERIAL NUMBERS OF STOLEN GUNS TAKEN FROM THE ARMOUR GUARDS IN ARMED ROBBERY, HE WOULD SELL ME STOLEN PROPERTY FROM HIS MATE JAKE. HE
AND JAKE WERE INVOLVED IN LARGE SCALE THEFT OF MOTORBIKES, SEEN ON ATAK C. C. T. V. FOOTAGE. INVOLVED IN CRIMINAL ACTIVITY!
HE WOULD BE PUFFING ON ICE ALL TIMES OF DAY. HE WOULD ALSO PUT EVERYTHING ON ME TOO! WHEN IT WASN�T. POLICE KNEW THIS FACT! YET STILL RAN WITH HIS DECEIT!
''ATAK'' ''CROWN WITNESS'' - ''DARREN LONGMUIR�S CREDIBILTY.''
<DARREN WALLACE LONGMUIR, called:
HER HONOUR: Can you hear me Mr Longmuir? ---Yes loud and clear.
Very good, well we'll sort out the microphone issue in a moment, well the other microphone issue.
You understand of course what's going to happen today, it's been explained to you I presume? ---Yes
it has. So just very briefly you'll be asked to swear on the Bible or make a promise to the court, I'll go
through that in a moment, that's what's going to happen first and then Ms Williams for the
prosecution will ask you some questions in relation to your statement and once that's done Mr
Binse, who you understand I presume is in person - you do understand that, do you? ---Yes I do, yes.
ACCUSED: All right, so you say you didn't know me well? ---Um, look I - I didn't know you like
personally that well, we never - we never hung out or anything like that beforehand.
Never hung out? ---No. Did you ever attend 46 Sterling Drive to fix the post? ---Yes I did.
All right, so we didn't hung out or you didn't offer to - - -? ---Um, no I was referring to previously,
apart from the attack. And also on a number of occasions actually you went there more than
once?� -I went there a few - a couple of times to um, to repair the fence and then also I paid - paid
a visit as well yes.
Yes, all right. And that is subject, but did we also consume drugs after - - MS WILLIAMS: I object to this Your Honour. 11.

IS A CROOK! ACTS OF DECEIT COMMITTED:
ACCUSED: All right, I just want it on the record but, you know. Did you help me lease the hire
equipment from a place in Airport West?---Yes I did. Under your name? ---Yes.
Did you ever make any bookings for me for airfares to I think it was Perth? ---Yes.
Under your name? ---Yes. And you provide me with your licence to check in to assume your identify,
is that correct? MS WILLIAMS: Your Honour - - - HER HONOUR: Yes, well it�s not exactly irrelevant.
MS WILLIAMS: I think it is irrelevant. ACCUSED: It is, he's allowing me to assume his identity.
HER HONOUR: Well - - - MS WILLIAMS: Well what is the relevance to the charges that are before
this court? ACCUSED: Oh yeah, we'll get to that. MS WILLIAMS: Just be quiet.
HER HONOUR: Credit, credit. MS WILLIAMS: Pardon? HER HONOUR: Credit.
MS WILLIAMS: But just to attack his credit for the sake of it. ACCUSED: No, it gets better.
MS WILLIAMS: That is irrelevant. ACCUSED: It gets better.
HER HONOUR: It's not irrelevant, he's sworn up to a statement.
MS WILLIAMS: And the accused isn't objecting to what's in the statement it seems but wants to
attack his credit. ACCUSED: No, no I object to it - - - MS WILLIAMS: For the sake of it.
ACCUSED: I am objecting. MS WILLIAMS: Be quiet. HER HONOUR: No, Ms Williams.
ACCUSED: You'll get your turn. MS WILLIAMS: Well if he's objecting to what's in the statement what
exactly is he objecting to, what does he say is not - - - ACCUSED: Yeah I'll get to that - - MS WILLIAMS: - - - is not accurate in the statement. HER HONOUR: All right, so tell me that.
ACCUSED: OK, a lot of - - -HER HONOUR: Which paragraph - which - - ACCUSED: A lot of the - most of it, to be honest most of it. HER HONOUR: Which paragraph - - ACCUSED: It's not even worth the paper - the ink it's printed on.
HER HONOUR: Which paragraph paragraphs? ACCUSED: Well the connection to the containers, the
contents of the containers um, illegal activity, criminal activity that he was actively involved in that I
purchased stolen items from him, the motorbike - - -HER HONOUR: No, hold on - - ACCUSED: - - - let's talk about the motorbike. HER HONOUR: Wait, wait, just hold on - - ACCUSED: You know which motorbike, there's so many - - -HER HONOUR: Hold on, hold on, hold
on. Paragraph what, 27 onwards? ACCUSED: Oh it's just the whole - from Paragraph 1 maybe.
Sworn under oath. MS WILLIAMS: Your Honour - - ACCUSED: Yes. There's a number of other things too, he handled the weapon, I can prove he handled a weapon, his DNA is all over it,
Did you ever handle any handguns? ---Yes I did. A couple of silver 357s? ---I don't know what size or
anything but they were silver yes. Did you ever at any time remove the hand grips, you know the
hand grips?---Yes. You indicated that you would (witness demonstrate) buzz off the serial numbers?--You - you asked me to clean them because you were selling them. 11.

UNDER OATH SWORN!
OK. Did I ever give you any money, other than the - I say three thousand but you say six hundred, to
invest in capital to - advance the business, to purchase - containers?---No. Never at all? ---Not that I
recall. OK, OK. I never give you ten thousand dollars? ---Nope. OK. You're under oath, you know
that? ---Sorry. I remind you, you're under oath? ---Yep. OK. And you wouldn't lie, mislead the court
deliberately? ---Sorry? You wouldn't deliberately mislead the court? ---No.
Can I just hear - I couldn't hear that properly can I - - - HER HONOUR: No.
ACCUSED: I just want it twice, I want it at least two times. HER HONOUR: Once is enough. Now
have a look at - - - ACCUSED: OK, one sec - I'm just - sorry Your Honour I'm on a roll here, I've got
something in my mind sort of thing. Now container 8A - actually sorry we'll go back to - do I need to
show him the pistol, no? HER HONOUR: What for? ACCUSED: Just if that was the one he buzzed
down. HER HONOUR: Probably not. ACCUSED: No? Accept it Your Honour, (indistinct) accept it?
That's the weapon we're talking about, all right.
Does that canvas bag look familiar to you at all? ---Not necessarily.
Nah, you've never seen any weapons in that bag before? ---Look I could have done I don't recall.
OK, were you ever given a sporting, a hunting rifle minus the bolt with the scope? ---Ah yes you did
have one yes. And I gave you that yes? ---You didn't give it to me personally, not as a gift or anything
no. No no no, but for you to look at to try and obtain a bolt for it because it was minus the bolt, yes?
---Yeah, because it was an antique gun. It was an old gun that I've come across it and asked you,
"Listen mate do you know anyone that can locate or fix it up so it's - firing, because minus the firing
pin it's not deemed as a firearm, it's deemed inactive:", correct?---Yeah well if it doesn't work it is
inactive yes. That's right, OK and I give it to you to chase up and have you still got possession of that
weapon? ---No I don't. What happened to that weapon? ---I don't know what happened to the
weapon. Well it was given to you? ---It was at the storage yard. OK all right and whereabouts? ---It
would have been in one of the lockers I think. In one of the - sorry what type of lockers have you got
there, are they the long ones or small ones, or how did we gonna fit this rifle - how long probably a
metre, in excess of a metre? ---Well it could be yeah.
So what locker was that placed in? ---It would have been in the tall locker.
M'mm? ---It would have been in the tall locker. The tall locker? ---Yep. And that's in the office there
is it? ---Yep. All right. All right, I'll just - I'll get back to that - I'll get back to that issue in a sec. 11.

LIES UNRAVEL/CHARLOTTAN EXPOSED! WALLY THE WEAZEL.
<AUSTIN JOSEPH SEXTON, called:
HER HONOUR: Mr Sexton you understand what's going to happen here today do you? ---Yes.
All right, just very briefly, Ms Williams who's prosecuting, will hand you your statement, it's a very
short statement, one page as I understand it?---Yes.
<CROSS-EXAMINED BY ACCUSED:
How you going? ---Not bad. HER HONOUR: Daniel, can you - do you mind getting Mr Binse some
water? ACCUSED: You made this statement on the 21st of the 5th 2012? ---Yep.
And that's an accurate statement to the best of your ability? ---Yeah basically yeah.
What occurred, you know what I mean you know what I mean, you know place getting raided, they

open your container too or something, did they?---Yeah they been through all me offices,
everything, yeah. And - did they - they raided your office, did they raid any filing cabinets? ---They
went through them, yeah. Do you know if they found any rifles or anything like that? ---No.
Have you found any, located any rifles in the management area, you know the business area? ---No.
OK, if you had found a rifle, what would you do? ---M'mm. Don't really know to be honest, I'd have
to be - - - Would you call the police or ask Wally what the - - - ?---Ah well I'd approach Wally straight
away, shit yeah a hundred per cent on that. OK so, "Listen what's going on, just found a rifle here, I
mean what's going on, I don't want this sort of shit here"? ---Yeah, yeah. "On my premises, it's not
good"? ---Yeah. OK all right. So that never occurred? ---No.
Are they the filing cabinets in your office? ---Yes. Are they the only filing cabinets in your office?--Oh,
well that's not actually my office, that's the front section _ _ _Wally's?--- That's Wally's section, yeah.
OK, all right. Are they the only filing cabinets? ---No there was um, another one on the left-hand - on
the left-hand side of the desk and another say when - you've got written p.25, there was another
one sittin' there basically. OK, and would they have been the same height or description, or _ _ _? --Um, no the one on the left-hand side near the two draws was three high and the one near the 25
was like a cabinet. So they're - but they're all like three high, but they're - they're only small, like
they're only - they - the draws sort of thing open like that? ---Yep, yeah. If - if I was to say to you that
I hid a rifle in there, would you say that would be a lie? ---I don't think a rifle would fit in there,
they're only - they're so long. Yeah, that's OK. I'm just trying to work out, you know, because a rifle's
pretty long, like a good metre or something.
OK, all right. Do you know if - do you know how much money if I - how much money - I had given
Wally to pay in advance? ---Well he did say to me that you were going to pay six months up in
advance. OK? ---And then I sort of never heard - he didn't - basically I didn't any money from it, but
he said you were gonna pay six months up in advance, and then - and I'm positive that you paid him
quite a bit of money because all of a sudden he had quite a sum of money on him.
OK, all right? ---And he didn't actually say that you'd paid him , but I just put two and two together,
cos I started realising he was you know - a bit dodgy. Yeah, OK, do you know if - did he ever discuss
with you that I entrusted him with $10,000 to help him build the business?---No he didn't actually
say a figure, but he did say at one stage that, "Max might help us out" and that's all of what was
basically said. OK? ---And then I sort of clicked that when he said to me about he was going on a
holiday, and he said the holiday was like overseas and you know, it'd be, taking his family - it'd be I
think he mentioned the sum of $10,000, and then I sort of thought, I didn't really know whether you
gave it to him, but it just came across that - - - OK, all right, OK.
All right. Now - can you just tell me a little bit about ATAK, well actually your scaffolding business,
how long have you been at that location for?---I've been at that location for say - a year and say 14
months. And - you decided to - branch off into - like - secondary sort of business joint venture with
Darren Longmuir? ---Yep. And you meet Darren Longmuir through your dealings at Storex? ---Yeah
that's correct. And maybe you have some business dealings at Storex and you decide that - he comes
to you and says, "Listen maybe we can get something happening, branch off and get me own
business and it'll be a lot cheaper for you to store your stuff"?---Yep. There was actually a yard up
the road from Storex, and he approached me by it, because I've done a lot of work for the councils
before - - - Yes?--- - - - and said I'll be happy to get the yard because it's the councils, so I walked in
and grabbed the yard, yeah. OK, so he relied upon you - to - secure that lease? ---Yep.
Or that location? ---Yep. And then jumped on board and said "We'll branch off - you have - that's
your business that scaffolding - the scaffolding business is yours, and I'll have the rear section I'll look
after the containers"?---Yeah all the storage there cos that's what he does for a job, that's what he
basically does for a job. Had nothing to do with you? ---No no, not the storage. It has now because
he's left and left me - so now I've got no choice. Can we just explain a little bit more about that? --Well basically people were paying for the containers and Wally wasn't coming up with any rent - - So when we say Wally, we refer to Darren Longmuir? ---Darren Longmuir. Or Wally the Weasel, you
ever heard him called Wally the Weasel? ---Basically that's how I'd like to call him too, but yeah.
All right? --So um, you just got me there - um - yeah basically we just - with the storage, people were
paying and he wasn't handing the money over, and I said, "Wally we gotta pay the rent".
Yes? ---And anyway, then what happened with you, from that day onwards I basically never saw the
guy again. 11.
<DARREN WALLACE LONGMUIR, called:
HER HONOUR: Can you hear me Mr Longmuir? ---Yes loud and clear. Very good, well we'll sort out
the microphone issue in a moment, well the other microphone issue. You understand of course
what's going to happen today, it's been explained to you I presume? ---Yes it has. So just very briefly
you'll be asked to swear on the Bible or make a promise to the court, I'll go through that in a
moment, that's what's going to happen first and then Ms Williams for the prosecution will ask you
some questions in relation to your statement and once that's done Mr Binse, who you understand I
presume is in person - you do understand that, do you?---Yes I do, yes.
Whatever happened to that trail bike of mine that was in your possession, did you - the police never
seized it or anything, did you sell it?---No I never sold any of any bikes, the trail bike was given back.
To who? ---I don't know who collected it, it was put in a container with some of your belongings for
collection by someone of your choice. So all that this - this is the really interesting part, all the
property that I owned that the police didn't seize remained in the container, yes?---Yes. 11.

CLEANED OUT!
Did you say - when I made arrangements for people to inspect and view these items, did you ever
say to them that the police hosed down the container, that you had to - everything was
waterlogged, it's contaminated, the floorboards of the container were wet, that you had to remove
everything, ordered a skip and threw everything out?---I didn't say exactly that no, I - - Well what did you say? ---I was told that the container was hosed down. You inspected it and you
said to my brother for that matter that you had to remove everything, you had to dispose of my
camping gear, spear guns, riding equipment, motorbike helmets, tools, clothing, all my clothing, I
haven't got - this is the only clothing I have left, you know, all my clothes, my runners, everything
that you had to dispose of everything because they were waterlogged, is that true?--- There was a lot

of stuff that was - that was wet in the container yes. Wet, from the police hosing things down you
say? ---I - I don't know because I didn't get there straight away as you recall.
And I raised - once I learnt about this I raised my concerns that you had no right to do any of this,
that you should have notified some people, Loretta or my brother before you took things into your
own hands to dispose of my property, is that right?---Sorry, can you repeat that.
You should have contacted Loretta or my brother OK, cos you had their numbers, and discussed this
with them before you took it into your own hands to dispose - as you say dispose of my property, did
I say that to you or had it conveyed to you? ---You had it conveyed, yes. And Loretta went to your
container - went to try and catch up with you on a number of occasions to investigate this claim
made by you to what skip was hired in the disposal of all my property, yes? ---Yes.
And you have not been forthcoming with providing that information? ---No. So she can't verify what
was disposed of as you claim, what was good and what was bad, true? ---I suppose so yes.
Photos of me or paintings, actually paintings that I'd actually done, the police have a video - do you
realise the police actually when they did the - we'll get to this in a second OK, when they done the
video walkthrough of the container, they actually recorded everything, you know everything is
recorded, paintings of mine that I done OK, did you come across those because you handled - you
removed everything?---I'm not the only that removed everything and I wasn't there at the first stage
of it. So this was locked or secured at this point? ---It wasn't - it wasn't locked or secured when I �
when I arrived there, no. So you got there a couple of days - do you know who may have been there
before you? ---I don't know. Not many people attend that location? ---Sorry?
There's not many people - you don't have many customers on the books? ---Well I - I - I can only
assume so I couldn't tell you. Now if I put to you that you deny that you had anything, that you
removed anything and later on you were found linked to items that you denied?---Linked to items
like? You know like you provided - handed over leather jackets, cooking - what is it, a cooking stove,
a thing that was found in your workplace recovered, other items that belonged to me, did you
explain that to Loretta, no? ---No because I didn't have anything to do with the stove, because the �
because the stove was found in the drawer doesn't mean that I had the stove. But the thing is when
we asked you about the other items you haven't been forthcoming - actually your words were, "I'll
look into it and I'll see what I can do", words to that effect, is that true?---Possibly. 11.

WALLY THE WEAZEL LEFT ALL WET!
<SCOTT JAMES POYDNER, sworn and examined:
<CROSS-EXAMINED BY ACCUSED:
OK. Did - you were a part of the search warrant or something executed on ATAK, is that correct? --Yes, that's correct. Who - who was the officer that swore the affidavit to submit to the magistrate? �
-I don't know. OK, so - but they handed a - a - where is it - they handed a search warrant over to you,
did they? ---Yes. And that was on the 21st of May? ---Yes.
OK and at this stage you asked Mr Sexton at all for a hose? Do you know, do you recall that
occurring?---Not on that day, no. OK, the following day? ---Yes.
For a - - - ?---I didn't ask him but someone else did. OK, part of the crew sort of thing and for the - for
the - - - HER HONOUR: Decontamination?
ACCUSED: Yes, a shower area? ---Yeah, members from the Clandestine Laboratory Squad were there
and part of their equipment is a portable shower frame set up. Yep? ---And they'd asked him for a
hose so it's there ready to go in case of contamination. OK, all right. And was the container hosed
down at all? ---No. Inside, no? ---No. OK, because that would damage any evidence, correct? --There's no need to hose anything down. OK, all right, no, that's fine. That's good. 11.

ALL RIPPED!
<AUSTIN JOSEPH SEXTON, called:
HER HONOUR: Mr Sexton you understand what's going to happen here today do you? ---Yes.
All right, just very briefly, Ms Williams who's prosecuting, will hand you your statement, it's a very
short statement, one page as I understand it?---Yes. OK, all right. P.20, the red ute or something in
the background. Does that - do you know anything about that? ---Yeah, well that - I'm positive Wally
and I think that Jake went and picked that up - bought that - I think the bought it for actually you.
Yes? ---I think that's what happened. Do you know what happened to that vehicle? ---Um, no I don't,
but I think - I think maybe Jake and a couple of mates might have taken it, cos two guys rocked up
with ah - and said they were picking cars up and they said they spoke to - they spoke to Wally
and _ _ _ Were they moving things or were they just taking things (indistinct) _ _ _? ---No, well I'd left.
They had - they had a tandem- a big tandem trailer there and I'd left the yard and they said � well
they said to me that Wally sent 'em around to pick up the cars. OK? ---But when they actually - when
they actually - the cars got taken, someone's big compressor got pinched at the same time, so they
would have needed a decent trailer to actually put this big compressor on. OK? ---And we didn't
realise the compressor was gone until like three, four days later. OK, all right. Did - are you aware of
what's happened to the contents of my container?---Um, well we came back one day and a truck
had turned up - what do you call it, a bin truck, with a big bin on the back and Wally put the bin out
the back and started cleaning Max's container out and basically said - and I said, "Oh, have you heard
off him", and he said, "It's all under control, I've spoken to Max's brother", um, and then he just did
what he did with the container and started throwing stuff out because the police - cos Wally said the
- well the police did hose inside 'em but Wally said that he had basically permission to go through
the containers, clean 'em all out. OK, all right, but did _ _ _? ---And that would have been - that would
have been probably maybe a month later. OK, all right _ _? --A think maybe a month I would think. 11.
65. <DARREN WALLACE LONGMUIR, called:
MS WILLIAMS: The booklets yes. ACCUSED: Yeah that's it - - -? ---Is it - - - That's what we want? --Does it - - - It says on the front, "Photo Folio K", let's get to that one? ---Is it K or J?
K, you start with K, you know, K for Kilmartin? ---Yes I have it. Number 1, Photo No.1? ---Yes.
Is that the container that I had an arrangement with you to lease? ---Yes you had that container 11.
66.
THE ABOVE IS LEASE REGISTER, I AM ONLY REGISTERED FOR (1) CONTAINER!

THE POLICE HAD A COPY OF THIS, AND KNEW THIS WELL, AND HAD C.C.T.V TOO!
AT NO TIME DO POLICE EVER OBSERVE ME IN POSSESION OF ANY STOLEN MOTORBIKES, BUT BOTH DARREN LONGMUIRS AND JAKE HIS LONG TIME ARE!
THE POLICE AND CROWN WOULD KNOWINGLY RUN WITH THIS ICE USERS FALSE TESTIMONY. TO CONVICT ME ON CRIMES, WHICH THEY HAD BOTH COMMITTED!
I HAD TO FIGHT, THESE TRUMPED UP CHARGES, LOOSING CONCESSIONS IN THE PROCESS. WHICH CROWN SUGGESTED I HAD WASTED COURTS TIME, LATE PLEA!
THE EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY OF AUSTIN SEXTON IS WELCOMED BY ME. _.
HIS EVIDENCE IS INTRODUCED NOT IN MALICE. BUT TO ILLUSTRATE THE UTTER DECEITFUL BEHAVIOUR AND PRACTICES BY DARREN LONGMUIR NOTHING MORE!

IT�S WALLY THE WEAZELS BROTHER-IN-LAWS CONTAINER!
<AUSTIN JOSEPH SEXTON, called:
HER HONOUR: Mr Sexton you understand what's going to happen here today do you? ---Yes.
All right, just very briefly, Ms Williams who's prosecuting, will hand you your statement, it's a very
short statement, one page as I understand it?---Yes.
OK, all right. Now Photo 11, is that the strip of containers at - down the rear there? ---The - Photo 11
with the doors open? Yeah, yeah? ---Well that was _ _ _ Well that's _ _ _Wally had the one down then
end and then moved to - moved to this one. OK, yes? ---And then he said he gave you - then he - you
know. He was in the end one, then he said he gave it to Max and then he moved in - then he moved
- while he moved into the one with the doors open. Yes? ---And then a couple of weeks later he said
he gave that to Max. OK, but it's in his brother-in-law's name or something, do you know that? ---No
his brother-in-law one's the end one. Which one's that? ---This one there, Your Honour.
OK? ---The very - the very end one with the doors open. The one on the left.
So if we go to p.12, that's the brother-in-law's one, is it? ---Yeah, I'm positive, yeah.
That's Jack or Jake or whatever? ---No, no, no, no. The brother-in-law's just a - he's got spare parts.
That's Wally's sister's husbands. OK, all right. All right.11.
<DARREN WALLACE LONGMUIR, called:
HER HONOUR: Can you hear me Mr Longmuir? ---Yes loud and clear.
Very good, well we'll sort out the microphone issue in a moment, well the other microphone issue.
You understand of course what's going to happen today, it's been explained to you I presume? ---Yes
it has. So just very briefly you'll be asked to swear on the Bible or make a promise to the court, I'll go
through that in a moment, that's what's going to happen first and then Ms Williams for the
Prosecution will ask you some questions in relation to your statement and once that's done Mr
Binse, who you understand I presume is in person - you do understand that, do you? ---Yes I do, yes.
ACCUSED: OK, all right, all right. And is it true that the original container that I had a look at, I
actually changed to another one?---Yes it was transferred, yes it was.
The original one I looked at, I decided no, I'll get another one further down out of the way, yes? --No.
The other one - the container that you originally wanted was given to someone else because
you weren't ready straight away. OK, that's right, OK because I still had to move stuff. Now, did �
and then I - I come back and actually - you indicated that there was one further down that was
available yes?---Yes. OK, and I actually accepted that one, yes? ---Yes.
OK, and that was the second one from the end? ---From memory yes.
OK, all right, all right. And - and I used to - leave the key with you? ---No.
The key was actually - did you give me a - little tin box - little - like magnet thing I used to put the key
in underneath the front section of the doors, where you knew?---I don't recall a magnetic box, but I
know you used to put the key under there yes. And you were aware of that and others were aware
of that? ---I don't know about others but I was aware of it yes. OK, just in case they need to access to
it or others need to access to it - if I wasn't there then the key was made available for others to have
access? ---No that's not correct. Then why was it left there? ---In case you lost your key or you
couldn't find your key. All right. Bit I had a number of keys, they actually give me a padlock, did I get
the padlock from you? ---Yes. And when you come with the padlock you get two keys or three keys?--Three I think. Three keys, I had one, left one there and there was another one I'm quite sure was
left with you?---There wasn't a key left with me. Yeah, either have I, unless the police have got it.
We'll go to Photo 27? ---Yes. There seems to be three padlocks there all - it looks like they've been
cut? ---Yep. Can you see that? ---I can see that. Do you know what those padlocks are - what
container they come off? ---No I don't. OK - did I used to - how many padlocks did I used to secure
on my container? One or three? ---I think maybe one. One? ---I think so. Yeah, yeah, so it's - if we
have look at No.28, is that the padlock that was on my one, the one that I was connected to? ---Well
I couldn't say it's the exact same � exact padlock but yeah it - - - But there's different types of
padlocks, that's the point I make, is that the one is it more that style padlock, that model padlock
or?---Yeah, yeah. Or was it the other brass looking ones? ---I think it was more the one that I'm
looking at now. OK, that's p.28? ---Yep. OK, and that was the one I used to leave the key
underneath? ---That's correct.
OK, all right. And you see the first camera, you see the first container there it sees that the door seems to be open, is that the original container that I sought to hire but decided against and - took 8A or no, was it eight, you know,
moved it further down - to the one you identified earlier? ---Yeah I
think so yeah. OK. Whatever happened - did you have pink bats, or did you have - property in that �
stored in that container? ---Sorry? Did you have property stored in that container? ---I didn't but
somebody did yes. OK all right. Who was that person? ---It was my brother-in-law.
Your brother-in-law? ---Yes. OK, all right. There was - there was - can we take you to Photo 20
please? ---Yes. Is it - can you see that Holden ute in the background? ---Yes. 11.

LAGS JAKE TOO! HIS STOLEN MOTOR BIKES NOT MINE, YET I AM CHARGED!
Who owned that? ---I believe you purchased it. OK, through who, who do I purchase it from? --- From
a guy named Jake. Jake OK, was he a regular at ATAK? ---Yes. Did he actually own - did he have any
containers leased at all there? ---Yes he did. Which container was that? ---He had the very last one.
OK, so I - where did I meet Jake, or - what's his name? ---Jake. Jake, yep. Is that a J with a J-a-y or J-ak-e or J-a-c-k? ---I don't know how he spells it. Well neither do I, that's what I'm trying to work out? �
-M'mm. All right. Who would - and I was - he was a friend of mine was he? ---Sorry.
He was a friend of mine? ---I dunno if he was a friend of yours, but youse got to know each other
yes. OK, and I was introduced to him - where did I meet him? ---You met him at ATAK.
OK and your friend? ---Sorry? Your friend? ---Yes I knew him.

OK and you've known him for how long? ---Oh think I knew him for a couple of years.
So you know him pretty - you've got a pretty good - is it the same sort of - how can I say it - do you
know him as well as I do - I mean sorry - do you know him as well as me? --- I probably know him a bit
better than you. OK, you hung out more with him yes? ---Yeah. Spend a lot more time with him? --Yeah, more than I did with you. OK - all right - and I bought that vehicle off him did I? ---As far as I'm
aware yes. Whatever happened to that vehicle? ---You'd have to ask him.
I'm trying to work out because that's amongst a number of items that's gone missing, it's still
unaccounted for? ---I don't have the vehicle. Neither do I. I take you to - I take you to container - the
photo of the container the, "Brother-in-law" one, you know? ---What number's that sorry?
Page - Photo 22, Photo 22? ---Yes.
OK, all right. We'll have a look at Photo 49? ---Yep. You recognise that bike at all? ---No I don't.
You don't - you've never seen that bike before? ---I haven't - it doesn't look familiar no.
Doesn't look familiar? Never seen Jake in possession with it at all? ---Well he could have been.
OK? ---He was on a lot of different bikes at one stage. A lot of different bikes? ---Yeah.
Do you recognise that bike at all? ---It looks like Jake might have been on it at one stage.
OK, all right. And that was from - do you know if - where that was recovered? Was that in 8A or? ---I
don't know where it was. OK. Let's talk about No.60, Photo 60? ---Yep. Recognise that bike at all? --Not really, they all look very similar. OK, but you know you're a - bike - bit of a bike buff, you got your
own bike, trail bike, road bike - you know - one would assume - you know what I mean - you got a bit
of an interest in bikes you'd appreciate - it's a - what is it Minello or? ---I don't know what type of
bike it is. OK, you've never seen - never seen that bike before? ---I'm not saying I haven't seen it
before, it looks familiar but I don't know what type of bike it is. OK all right, where have you seen it?
---At the storage yard. And me in possession of it? ---No, I don't think I've ever seen you in
possession of it. OK. Photo 63? ---Yep. Ever recognise that motorbike there? ---No I don't.
You don't recognize that one? That's the one Jake used to - I think that was his favourite one he
used to get around on, you don't remember it now?---Well it's in pieces, it could be the one that he
used to ride all the time, I think. OK, that's what I'm trying to get to, all right well have a look at 64? �
--Yep. Might be a better photo of it, front on photo you know? ---Yeah looks familiar yeah. OK, would
that be the one he used to travel on? ---Yeah I think so.
All right, we'll have a look at 152? ---Yep. Do you recognise that container? ---Not really.
If I was to tell you that was container A, would you dispute that? ---I don't think I'd dispute it no.
OK, do you know me to smoke cigarettes? ---No, you've never - as long as - I've never seen you
smoke a cigarette. OK, do you smoke cigarettes? ---Yes I do. OK what smokes, what type of
Cigarettes do you normally smoke? ---Normally Winfield. Winfield, does Jake smoke cigarettes? --Yes he does. Do you know what smokes - cigarettes he smokes? ---Probably Winfield I think. 11.
Page 28 L4 -7 Mr Chatwick: During the course of the police surveillance the offender was observed regularly attending at a storage facility Known as Atak scaffolding and Hire, hereafter referred to as Atak, located at 570
Ballarat Road, Albion.
Page 28 L14 -22 Mr Chatwick: At the relevant time Darren Longmuir was the manager of Storax. He was also working with the owner of Atak to assist in expanding that business. Due to this employment Longmuir came into
contact with the offender on a regular basis however knew him as Max Kilmartin. The offender rented three shipping containers at Atak being containers number 3, although it was marked as 5, 8 marked as 8A, and 10 marked
as 8. He had 24 hour access to the rented containers. During the period of police surveillance the offender was observed regularly attending at Atak and accessing the three shipping containers. At these times the offender was
observed conducting various tasks including unloading from vehicles into the containers, re arranging the contents within the containers and shifting items between the containers.
Page 135 L30 � 136 L4 Mr Holt: I am instructed that only that storage container, not the other two, were under the control of Mr Binse It must be immediately acknowledged that he claimed responsibility for all three in his
record of interview, which Your Honour will see, but I am instructed in fact that that is not the case.21.
YES. I TOOK FALL, TO SAVE OTHERS BEING ARRESTED. DENIED ALL KNOWLEDGE OF THIS WHEN FIRST INTERVIEWD ON THE 24
WAS MINE. KNOWING I WAS F*CKED! ON ROBBERY COVERED UP FOR EM. THAT IS ME.

TH

MAY 2012, THEN FOLLOWING DAY, WOULD SUGGEST ALL

WAS PAID BACK SAVING THEM JAIL, THEM TAKING EVERYTHING I OWNED!
Page 136 L5 -10 Mr Holt: But more importantly, as my learned friend made clear in his opening, there was substantial surveillance conducted at that storage unit and there is only, contrary � and I accept this would have been
entirely unintentional � contrary to the implication in the opening,
Page 136 L18 - 23 Mr Holt: Mr O'Reilly describes Mr Binse being seen to lock container 8 and the other two to lock the other containers. It's a point
important to Mr Binse and I make the submission on that basis. The significant items were all in - - Page 200 L2 -7 Mr Chatwick: Your Honour, I neglected to answer one of the questions that Your Honour had posed yesterday. Entirely my oversight. The answer to Your Honour's question with regard to the shipping
containers at ATAK, all the firearms and all the ammunition were located within the one shipping container.
Page 200 L8 His Honour: Number 8? Page 200 L9 Mr Chatwick: Number 8.
Page 200 L10 His Honour: Yes, okay. 21.
ONE CONTAINER WAS ONLY EVER LEASED TO ME! THE �SECOND FROM END ONLY!�

JAKE HAD THE LAST ONE, AND WALLY�S BROTHER- IN- LAW HAD ANOTHER.

BOTH OF WHICH WERE STACKED FULL OF STOLEN MOTORBIKES. NOT IN MINE!
POLICE AND CROWN WERE FULLY AWARE OF THIS FACT, EVEN DENIED ME THE RIGHT TO HAVE ACCESS AND A COPY OF ATAK C.C.T.V FOOTAGE EVIDENCE!
TO PROVE THIS POINT. WHY WAS I DENIED THIS FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO PROVE FACTS?
THIS IS HOW THEY USE SNITCHES �FALSE TESTIMONY� AGAINST OTHERS!
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